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IN111RODUCTION 
The idea of contests is not new since Ancient and MedieTal 
history is rich with the colorful tales of the Greek Olympic games, 
the Roman chariot races, and the tournaments of the Anglo-Saxons • 
.American pioneers wrote glowing accounts of the Indians' contests, 
of physical strength and of the competition in games and sports 
enjoyed by busy colonists. Later contests came to be used in the 
schools. Perhaps the "spelling bee" was the first form of competition 
in which school children participated, but eTentually the athletic, 
forensic, and inter-scholastic contests found a place in the educational 
system. 
Commercial companies realizing that contests are of interest to 
many people are using this knowledge in their publicity campaigns. 
Many companies use prize winning contests as a means of adTertising 
and ot promoting the sale of their products. The extent of the use 
of commercial contests is shown in the following quotation from a 
recent issue ot the Literary Digest: 
"There are some twenty general types of contests •ith 
Tariations including photography, art, literature, cross-
word puzzles, recipes, word-building, numeral paths, letters 
and statements. More than 900,000 persons wrote letters to 
a tobacco company in one week. Five hundred thousand letters 
answered a St. Louis brewery test. More than 1,250,000 
camera enthusiasts entered an inter-national photography 
compet i tion • .Another quarter million housewiTes wrote 
slogans for a condensed milk contest."l 
Through radio announcements, newspaper and ma.gaz1ne adTertis ements, 
l. Contest Prizes: Twenty Million Americans Lured by $12,000,000 
Annual Offers. Literary Digest, NoTember 2, 1936, vol. 122, p.7. 
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and through "specialized Journals written by and tor contest entrants"2 
the public is made aware ot, an.d interest is created in commercial 
contests. Considering the fact that commercial contests have become 
a recognized means of advertising, it is not surprising to tind a 
number of these contests planned for school room use. Several such 
contests are especially designed for classes in home making. Most of 
these have developed within the past fifteen years. During this period 
at least twenty-four commercial contests of interest to home making 
students have been introduced. A few ot these were short lived, being 
discontinued after a few years, but most of them have continued year 
after year. 
Since the educational value of commercial contests is debatable 
and the main objective of the company sponsoring them is to advertise 
their product, some educators are questioning their use in class room 
work. At the 19th Annual Southern Regional Conference in Birmingham, 
Alabama, March 22nd to 29th, 1937, state supervisors and teacher 
trainers in home economics education discussed the use of commercial 
contests in the teaching of home making. The delegates present at 
this conference decided that a more thorough study of the question 
should be made before any definite resolutions could be adopted by the 
group. 
Since no information was available concerning the use of commercial 
contests in home making classes in Oklahoma, it was felt that this 
would be a worth while subject for a thesis. This study attempts to 
determine (1) what commercial contests are used in home making classes; 
2. Ibid. 
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(2) how they are conducted; (3) what factors influence the choice; and 
(4) the reactions of parents and students regarding them. The names ot 
the contests of interest to students in home making classes were 
secured through personal interviews with home economics teachers; 
through letters ot inquiry to commercial concerns, and through a study 
of current educational magazines. The rules and regulations concerning 
-.tii• commercial contests reported in this study were obtained directly 
from the sponsors, from home economics teachers, or from recent magazines. 
A careful study of the contest materials was ma.de and questionnaires 
for the purpose of securing information regarding their use were 
prepared. A questionnaire seeking information concerning the use or 
commer cial contests in home making classes was sent to 285 home economics 
teachers in 230 towns throughout Oklahoma. Four hundred and seventy 
questionnaires requesting information from parents concerning their 
reactions toward the use of commercial contests, and 1425 questionnaires 
asking students for similar information were distributed through home 
economics teachers. Each teacher contacted was asked to secure the 




Most eompanies sponsoring comm.ercial contests of interest to home 
making classes specify or suggest the manner in which the contest should 
be conducted. In order to study or evaluate any contest it is necessary 
to become familiar with the conditions governing the competition, hence 
a summary of the rules and regulations of the commercial contests 
investigated are included in this study. While all contests listed on 
the questionnaires were not designed exclusively for home making classes, 
they are closely related to the field of home economics, and could be 
used if desired. 
One of the first co:mmarcial oontests especially :planned f'or home 
malcing olasses was the IJreat Story Contest spon.sored by the National Live 
Stock and Meat Board of Chicago. In 1937 they announced their Fourteenth 
im.nual Meat Story Contest and the Second Annual Meat Poster Contest. iln.Y 
stud.eni; taking a course in homo economics or who had completed a course 
in home eoonomios was eligible to enter the ~eat Story Contest. To 
compete it was necessary to write an essay of not.more than 1,000 words 
on one of the :following subjects: (l) "Why the Growing Child needs Meat"; 
(2) "!ctod.ern Methods ot Meat Cookeryrt; (3} "Know Your Meat Cut"; (4) "The 
Value of :M'ea.t in the Diet"; and (5) "Meat the Center of the Meal." The 
stories F..Ubmitted were scored on the subject matter ineluded~ the method 
of presentation, and the neatness of the paper. Twenty-five national 
prizes totaling $1,000 were offered. The awards ranged from $500.00t first 
prize, half of which was a scholarship, to :t'if'teen prizes of $10.00 each. 
Additional awards of $5.00 were given to the best writer in each state 
not represented among the national winners. In addition to these cash 
prizes, each state and national winner received in recognition of 
achievement an engraved certificate bearing the signatures of the home 
economics authorities who acted as judges. A prize of $50.00 was also 
given to the teacher whose students sent in the best ess&ys and a 
handsome trophy was awarded to the school submitting the best group of 
essays. 
The purpose of the Meat Poste.r Contest was to show the food value 
of meat, and this contest was open to all high school students. Posters 
entered in competition were judged on the originality shown by the 
1tudent, the effectiveness of the poster as a whole, the artistic 
quality of the presentation, and the theme used. Awards offered were 
similar to those given for the Meat Story Contest. In answer to a 
letter of inquiry, the National Live Stock and Meat Board reported 
that approximately 2,000 entries were received annually in each contest, 
and over 20,000 requests were made for rules and regulLtions concerning 
them. 
Another group of contests were sponsored by the Home Makers' 
Educational Service of ]'reeport, New York. These contests were known 
as: the "Home Maker, Student Essayn; 'Tersonality0 ; "Certificate of 
Award"; and "H.M. Standard Product Note Book.n Other contests which 
the Home Makers' Educational Se.rvice has announced and distributed 
material for are: the ".Annual Kitchen .Ple.nning Competition" sponsored 
by the Crane Company; the "Home Dyeing Contest« sponsored by the :t-Torth 
11merican Dye Corporation; the ''Home Baking Contest" sponsored by the 
Rumford Baking Powder Company; and the "Dressmaking and Doll Dress-
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making Contests ii spo11Sored by the Simplicity Pattern company. Home 
economics students were eligible to enter all these contests. 
The Home Maker Student Essay Contest was first introducted in 1930. 
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The conditions of the sixth annual contest restricted the subject of the 
essay to '1How my Home Economics Education Helps Me at Hamett and limited 
the discussiou to 2,000 words. The treatment of the subject was to be of 
the students own choosing but based upon the true facts regarding her 
application of her home making instruction. The teacher arranged a local 
committee to select the three prize wtnning essays and to award prize 
ribbons to the winners. Entries in the I>J'ational Contest were the result 
of the local contest. The first prize winning essay from ea.ch school 
was entered in the National competition. National winners received a 
first prize of $50.00; second. prize of $25.00; third prize of $15.00; 
fourth prize of $10.00, and a fifth prize of $5.00. 
The Personality contest which was conducted locally consisted of 
a term project in personal improvement. The sponsors suggested that each 
student who :parti cipa.ted in the contest be provided with a mimeographed 
copy of the score card published in the Home Makers Bulletin. Character-
istics included on the score card were: health, grooming, appearance, 
personal attributes, personal qualities, and attitude toward others. 
Just prior to the close of the contest each student was asked to 
submit a review essay of not more than 1,000 words covering the 
:following subjects: (a) "'My understal'.lding of the meaning and value 
of personality" (b) "How I have applied the subject to my own life'' 
(c) How my home economics instruction has helped me to do this" 
{d) "The benefits that have resulted to me from doing this. 11 A total 
of 500 points was pos.sible. Two hundred points were allowed on the 
review essay, and 500 points on personal improvement. Local judges 
chose the winner who was a.warded a certificate from the Home Makers' 
Edu.eetional Service. 
The Certificate of Award Competition which was based largely on 
scholarship in home making classes, provided only local competition. 
To have won a Certificate of Award a student must have stood well in 
all her home making courses and must have been considered by her home 
economics teacher as the best all-round student of the year. The 
points considered in making the award were: the amoll!lt and character 
of the home work; the score on the final examination; and the general 
characteristics of the competitors. Each local winner selected by 
the home economics teacher and fellow students received a Certificate 
of .Award issued by the Home Makers Educational Service. 
Students who entered the H.M. Standard Product Note Book 
Competition were required to make a note book using only material 
which pertained to Home tmkers' Standard Products. The completed 
note books were judged on (1) the introduction; (2) the value ot the 
information used; (3) the completeness of the note book; (4) the 
neatness; (5) the convenience of the a.rrangem.ent used; and (6) the 
attractiveness of the note book as a whole. The rules of the contest 
required that at least ten entries prepared by the students themselves 
were necessary for competition in each school. At the beginning of 
the contest the Home Makers' Educational Service supplied a set of 
three prize ribbons to be awarded to the local winners at the close 
of the contest. 
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The manner in which the Annual Kitchen Flenning Contest sponsored 
by the Crane Company of Chicago was conducted was wholly optional with 
the teacher. However, an outlined routine suggested that each contestant 
submit (l) a sketch of the present home kitchen; (2) a written analysis 
of its defects; (3) a sketch of the home kitchen as it should be re-
modeled to conform to the principles of efficiency; {4) e written 
explanation of the benef'i ts that would result from the suggested change; 
and {5) a v.,--ritten analysis of efficient kitchen requirements. Local 
judges appointed by the teacher were to evaluate all papers and plans 
and to select a winner for the f'irst, second, and third prize ribbons. 
In the Home Dyeing Contests sponsored by the North American Dye 
Corporation of Ilount Vernon, New York and advertised by the Home Makers' 
Educational Service, entrfos consisted of articles dyed with Dytint. 
The local teacher was expected to give a demonstration on dyeing before 
beginning the contest, and to decide on the type of articles to be 
entered in the competition. At the close of the contest, local judges 
scored the entries on the general appearance of the article, the 
technique of dyeing, the evenness of the color, the appropriateness of 
the color to the article, the appropriateness of the color to the use, 
and the ca.re in finishing and pressing the article. Three winners in 
each contest conducted received priz.e ribbons from the North American 
Dye Corporation. 
The Rum:ford Company introduced Ho.me Baking Contests whi<fl1 also 
provided locsl competition and were ope:1 to home economics students. 
The sponsors provided for contest purposes a score card for each 
entrant, samples of Rurr,.ford baking powder, a folder of suggestions, 
and a set of three prize ribbons for the winners. This material was 
to be used for either a cake or biscuit contest. As in most local 
contests the final date was set by the teacher. Suggestions were 
made that the date be announced far enough in advance to allow the 
students to practice at home and to improve their technique and 
products. The teacher appointed a committee to select the three best 
entries and to award the prize ribbons. 
The Simplicity Student Sewing Contest and Doll Dress Making Contest 
were first announced by the Simplicity Pattern Company of New York City 
in 1935. In the Student Sewing Contest, especially planned for home 
economics classes, entries consisted of garments made from Simplicity 
patterns. Standards to be used in judging the entries were determined 
by the teacher. However, the sponsor suggested that workmanship, 
suitability of style and fabric, becomingness, neatness, and general 
appearance be considered. The rules for conducting the contest were: 
(1} Set a definite period of time over which the contest will extend; 
(2) Select the judges; (3) Number each entry and keep a record of the 
numbers and names of the contestants; (4) Send out invitations to the 
parents and friends of the students, and to a newspaper representative 
to be present at the awarding of the prizes; (5) Arrange for an exhibit 
of the entries; (6) The silver engraved pins offered as prizes should 
be pinned to the prize winning entries; and(?) Have the local news-
papers publish an advance notice of the exhibit and later photographs 
of the prize winning contestants. 
One pin was allowed for each sewing class or for each twenty 
pupils if the classes were large. 
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Rules governing the Simplicity Doll Dress Making Contest were 
similar to those o:f the Student Sewing Contest. The Doll Dress Making 
Contest was planned for beginners sewing classes. Entries consisted 
of doll dresses made from Simplicity patterns which were furnished free. 
The sponsors sug,gested that in making the awards neatness, diligence, 
general im.prove1rient, and progress might be considered. Local judges 
selected the three best entries and awarded the prize ribbons which 
were furnished by the Home Makers' Educational Service. In answer to 
a letter of inquiry, the Simplicity Pattern Company gave the names and 
addresses of forty-four schools in Oklahoma where Simplicity contests 
have been used. 
Junior and Senior high school home economics students were 
eligible to enter the Du Barry Contest under the direction of the 
Du Barry Fashion Service of Mew York Ci t;y-, and any garment made from 
a Du Barry pattern wes acceptable as an entry. liTo definite rules tor 
conducting the contest or standards for judging the garments were given. 
Suggested rules were similar to those of the Simplicity Student Sewing 
Contest, and the suggested standards for judging the entries included: 
(1) the suitibility of the fabric :for the style; (2) the beeomingn.ess 
of the style to the wearer; { 3) the fit of the garment; ( 4} the workman-
ship; (5} the technique; and (6) the general appearance of the garment. 
The sponsors offered a. silver pin to one winner in each sewing olass, 
or in large elasses one pin was given for each twenty students enrolled. 
The Du Barry Patter:n Company sent upon request the nam.es and addresses 
of twenty-four schools in Oklahoma. where their contest had been 
conducted. 
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Another sewing contest v.a.s sponsored by the Advance Pattern 
Co:m:nany o:f New York City. This was a local contest open to home 
making classes, and any garm:mt made from an Advance :.Pattern could 
be entered in th.e competition. The sponsors suggested that each 
teecher conduct the contest and make the awards according to the 
requirements of her classes. The teacher appointed judges who 
selected one winner :from. each class and awarded the silver pins 
wh:ich were provided by the Advance Pattern Company. 
The McCall Company directed a Class Sewing Contest and Fashion 
Show for ho.rPe economics students. G-armen ts made from a UcCall Pattern 
were acceptable as entries. These were judged on (1) the general 
appearance ot the garment; (2) the quality of the workmanship; (3) 
the individuality shown and the becomingness to the wearer; and (4} 
the style of the garment. At the close of the contest a :McCall 
Fashion Show and Cont3st Judging were held for the contestcnts, and 
local judges selected throe winners. 'foe spans.ors furni. shed a set of 
three prize ribbons to be av:mrded to the winne1~s. 
Sewing contests have been sponsored by the Arkansas City Flour 
Mills Company f'or articles made from Gingham Girl flour bags. In 
Oklahoma the Gingham Girl Bewing Contests open to hon,e economics 
students hzve recently bee:n sponsored by local :merchants who made the 
contest rules or regulations for their particular locality. 'l'h.e 
Arkansas City Flour Tuiill Company in answer to a letter of inq_uiry 
stated that these contests did not as e rule create mueh interest and 
that this was particularly true in the larger towns .. 
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The Scholastic, a magazine of special interest to teachers, has 
announced several commercial contests, among which were the Block 
Print and the Textile Decoration Competitions ¥Jhich could be used in 
home making classes. 
The Block Print Contest conducted by the c. Howard Hunt Pen 
Company of Camden, New Jersey was a national contest open to all higb. 
school students. Awards were given for the best print made from 
linoleum blocks using water soluble ink. Only the proof was submitted 
in the competition. The entire process from the original drawing to 
the final proof was to be the work of one student. Prints in black 
a.nd white or in colors were acceptable as entries. National prizes 
of $30.00; $25.00; and $15.00 respectively, and five additional awards 
of $2.50 each were given by the sponsors for the best prints submitted. 
An additional award of $10.00 was offered for the best print in colors. 
The sponsors stated in answer to a letter that approximotely 1,000 
different schools entered the competition in the spring of 1937. 
In the Textile Decoration Contest directed by the American Crayon 
Company prizes were awarded to high school students who submitted the 
best designs applied to textiles. Any design -painted. stenoiled. 
stamped, dyed, appliqued, batiked, or embroidered on textiles or woven 
into a fabric was acceptable as ian entry. All entries were submitted 
to the sponsors and entered in the national competition. The sponsors 
set the closing date of the con.test and appointed judges who selected 
the best designs. National prizes consisting of $26.00 tir~t prize, 
frl5.00 second prize, $10.00 third prize, and ten awards of $2.50 were 
given for the best designs submitted. 
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In 1936 the Women's National Exposition of Jl..rts and Industries 
announced the u;Jo:men's National Championship Cookery Competition open 
to any woman or girl over 16 years old. The first part of the 
competition consisted of menu and recipe planning. Each contestant 
was to submit a menu for a four course dinner including six recipes 
which required the use of canned food. The writer of one entry was 
selected from each of the six sections of the United States to compete 
in the National Cooking Championship held in New York City. The six 
winners were to prepare their individual dinners using the recipes 
submitted in a public competition. The prepared dinners were judged 
on: balance, :palatibility, appearance, ingenuity, and originality. 
'11he national prizes awarded were: first award $500.00, second award 
$250.00, tllird. award ~200.00, fourth award $150.00, fifth and sixth 
award $100.00 each. 
Other commercial contests which teachers have reported using in 
home making classes were the 1'1"ational Cheese Institute Contest, the 
Kraft Cheese Menu Contest, the Swans Down Cake Flour Contest, a Local 
Newspaper Menu Contest, and the Star Home Maker Co:mpetition. 3 Letters 
of inquiry to the manufactures of Itraft Cheese and of Swans Down Cake 
flour failed to obtain any information concerning contests sponsored 
by these concerns, and according to the sta.ternent of a teacher, the 
A 
Local :Newspaper Menu Contest has been discontinued.""" However, 
inforn1e.tion was obtained regarding the National Cheese Institute 
Contest and the Star Home Maker Competition. 
3a Table II, p. 19. 
4. Table X, p. 37. 
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During the fall of 1937 the National Cheese Insti t ute conducted 
a High School Chef's Contest open to boys and girls of high school 
age. Those who competed were to plan seven complete dinner menus 
featuring cheese as a main dish. Contestants were to submit the 
complete dinner menus with the recipes for the cheese dishes. Entries 
were judged on the basis of the nutritional balance of the menus, the 
ingenuity shown in building complete menus around a cheese dish, and 
the excellence and novelty of the cheese dish recipe. One hundred and 
sixty cash awards were offered. Both boys and girls competed for the 
Grand Chef's prize of $200.00. However, in cases of all other prizes 
boys competed with boys,and girls with girls. The awards offered for 
the boys and for the girls were identical. These awards were: first 
prize $100.00, second prize $50.00, third prize $25.00, fourth prize 
10.00, thirty-fiTe prizes of 5.00 each, and forty-five prizes of 
$2.00 each. 
In 1935 a letter from the State Department of Education to home 
economics teachers announced that the weekly Kansas City Star offered 
an award of 100.00 to a Star Home Maker in Oklahoma. Similar awards 
were offered to Arkansas, Kansas, and Missouri. In order to be 
eligible for the award, each state was required to have a minimum of 
five and a maximum of ten representatives in the state contest at the 
American Royal Live Stock Show in Kansas City. This competition was 
open to girls from farm homes who had completed two years of home 
economics work and were enrolled in vocational high schools. Each 
school which desired to enter a competitor selected their candidate 
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through a local committee or judges appointed by the school superintendent. 
Each school sele·cting a home maker was to submit to the state judges 
the girl's record which included a photograph of the winner, a report 
of the projects completed and a story of her home life and activities. 
The representatives from each state attend the American Royal Live 
Stock Show in Kansas City and judges appointed by the Kansas City Star 
select a Star Home :Maker from each state entered in the competition. 
The contestants were scored on the followi.ng points: (1 ) achievement 
in the home, (2) worthy home membership, (3) personal development, 
(4) school activitiea, and (5) leadership. 
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INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
Teachers' Questionnaire 
Seventy-seven home economics teachers replied to the questionnaire 
on the use of commercial contests. Although a report of this study 
represents only 27 per cent of the total questionnaires sent to 
teachers it does include returns from 72 towns and cities. 
The results of the investigation show that 58.4 per cent of the 
teachers replying, or 15.7 per cent of the teachers contacted had 
used commercial contests in their home making classes. A tabulation 
of the responses indicate that commercial contests are widely used by 
the teachers reporting. 
Table I 
Number of Teachers Responding 
Responses 
Teachers Using contests 





Per cent Per cent ot 
Reporting Teachers Contacted 
58.4 15.7 
41.5 11.2 
USES OF CONTESTS 
In Part I of the teachers questionnaire, a survey was made to 
determine the commercial contests used and how teachers were using 
them. 
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There are several commercial contests which are now being sponsored 
or have recently been sponsored for home ma.king classes. This study 
included the eighteen contests listed on t he questionnaire and five 
others which teachers have added. Although some teachers considered 
the 4-H Club Contests, the interscholastic contests, and contests at 
fairs as commercial, it was felt that since they were not used to 
advertise products or to promote sales, they should not be included 
in this study. 
It was found that teachers were familiar with 23 different contests 
and that they had used 19. Some of the teachers reported the use of 
only one contest, but most of the teachers had used several contests. 
The range in the number of contests used by the teachers reporting 
varied from l to 10. Figure l shows the relation of t he number of 
contests used to the nwnber or teachers reporting. 
Figure l 
The Relation ot the Contests Used 
to thP ..Number of Teachers Reporting 













Contests 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Used 
8 9 10 
There is little uniformity as to the number of contests used by 
each teacher. It is interesting to observe that while 19 teachers 
had used only l or 2 contests, 13 teachers had used 6 or more contests. 
There was no difference in the number of teachers using 4 contests and 
those using 5 contests. 
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While figure l represents the relation or the total contests used 
to the number of teachers reporting, Table II shows the number of 
teachers who were familiar with each ot the 23 contests listed, the 
number of teachers using each contests, and the number who had received 
contest awards and not used them. 
Table II 
Teachers Using Contests in Home Me.king Classes 
Teachers Teachers Teachers Receiv-
Familiar Using ing and not 
Connnercial Contests with Contests Using Contest 
Contests Awards 
1. Simplicity Sewing 26 15 4 
2. Rumford Home Baking 21 12 4 
3. McCall Sewing 21 10 l 
4. eat Story 16 9 
5. Certificate of Award 11 8 2 
s. Du Barry Sewing 19 7 3 
7. Dytint Home Dyeing 20 7 5 
a. Home Maker Student Essay 11 7 
9. Simplicity Doll Dress Making 20 6 2 
10. Meat Poster 16 5 
11. Crane Kitchen Planning 16 5 3 
12. Personality 18 4 l 
13. Ad.Tance Sewing 15 4 2 
14. enu and Recipe 5 3 
15. Standard H.M.Product Note Book 6 2 
16. Block Print 3 
17. Textile Decoration 2 
18. Gingham Girl Se~~ng 2 
19. Nat'l Cheese Institute Menu 3 3 
20. Star Home Maker 2 2 
21. Kraft Cheese Menu l l 
22. Swans Down Cake Flour l l 
23. Local Newspaper Menu l l 
The nwnber of teachers familiar with the eontests studied ranged 
from l to 26. Thirteen of the 23 contests were known to 11 or more 
teachers, while 3 contests were known to only one teacher. The best 
known contests in the order indicated by the teachers were: The 
Simplicity Sewing Contest, Rum.ford Home Baking Contest, McCall Sewing 
Contest, Dytint Home Dyeing Contest, and Simplicity Doll Dress Making 
Contest. The least known contests were: The Kraft Cheese Menu Contest, 
the Swans Down Cake Flour Contest, and the Local Newspaper Menu 
Competition. 
Although the range in the number of teachers using the individual 
contests is not so great as those familiar with contests, the number 
varies from 1 to 15. The contests most frequently used were the 
Simplicity Sewing Contest, the Rumford Home Baking Contest, the McCall 
Sewing Contest, and the eat Story Competition. The Standard H.M. 
Product Notebook Contest, the Block Print Contest, the Textile 
Decoration Contest, and t he Gingham Girl Sewing Contest were known to 
very few teachers and not used by any. 
Some teachers receive the contests awards but do not conduct the 
contests. According to the results 5 teachers had received but not 
used the awards for the Dytint Contest, 7 teachers reported using the 
contest, while 21 indicated that they were familiar with it. Four 
teachers had not used the awards received for the Simplicity Sewing 
Contest; 15 had used the contest, and 26 were familiar with it. Four 
teachers had also received but not used the McCall Sewing Contest 
Awards; 10 teachers had used the contest, and 21 were familiar with it. 
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That more teachers are interested in contests or contest materials 
than actually use them is evident from the fact that more teachers are 
familiar with contests than use them, and that teachers received awards 
for several contests which they did not use. Other evidence of interest 
in contests is shown by the comments of teachers. One teacher wrote, 
"I have not used commercial contests, but plan to use one or two this 
year, the Dytint Contest and the National Meat Board Contest. " 
Another teacher said, "One year I tried to get my students 
interested in ' How my Home Economics has helped me at Home.' One 
girl entered but it was or no particular value for after she found 
out that she was the only one she did not complete her entry." 
Figure 2 shows the number of teachers using each ot the different 
contests. 
Nineteen different contests were used by the teachers reporting. 
Fifteen teachers used the Simplicity Sewing Contest, 12 the Rumford 
Home Baking, and 10 used the McCall Sewing Contest. Seven teachers 
reported using the Du Barry Sewing Contest, 7 the Dytint Home Dyeing 
Contest, and 7 the Home Maker Student Essay Contest. The fewest 
nwnber of teachers used the Kraft Cheese Menu Contest, the Swans Down 
Cake Flour Contest, and the Local Newspaper Menu Contest. 
Contests 
Simplicity Sewing 
Rumford Home Baking 
McCall Sewing 
Meat Story 
Certificate of Award 
Du Barry Sewing 
Dytint Home Dyeing 
Home Maker Stude~t Essay 
Simplicity Doll Dress 
Meat Poster 
Crane Kitchen Planning 
Personality 
Advance Sewing 
Menu and Recipe 
Nat'l Cheese Institute 
Star Home Maker 
Kraft Cheese Menu 
Swans Down Cake Flour 
Local Newspaper Menu 
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Figure 2 
Number of Teachers Using Each Contest 





















Some companies send contest materials to home economics teachers 
without being solicited while other commercial cohcerns send the 
material only upon request. .Most of the material received is used for 
contest purposes, but much of it is used in other ways. The data in 
Table III shows how teachers have used contest materials. 
The results in Table III indicate that 7 teachers used the 
Simplicity Sewing Contest exactly as directed, 2 changed it to fit 
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the local situation, while 3 distributed the products without conducting 
the contests. Only 7 teachers used the Certificate of Award material 
exactly as directed, while l used the material to get ideas for other 
contests, and another distributed the products but did not hold the 
contest. In the Rumford Home Baking Contest, 6 teacners used the 
material exactly as directed, and 6 changed it to fit the local 
situation, while half as many teachers used the products for 
comparison as distributed the products without holding the .contest, 
and only one teacher used the materiel to get ideas for other contests. 
Eighteen teachers had used the material for the Home Dyeing Contest, and 




Du Barry Sewing 
McCalls Sewing 
Gingham Girl Sewing 
Simplicity Sewing 
Simplicity Doll Dress Making 
Personality 
Standard ll.M. Product Note Book 
Certificate of Award 
Home Maker Student Essay 
Dytint, Home Dyeing 
Rumford, Home Baking 
Crane Kitchen Planning 
Essay on Meat 
Poster on Meat 
Menu and Recipe 
Others 
Nat'l Cheese Institute, Menu 
Kraft Cheese Menu Planning 
Swans Down Cake Flour 
Local Newspaper Menu 
Star Home Maker 
Table III 
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The ext1tnt to which home making classes participate in contests 
is largely controlled by the teachers, since they decide whether 
certain selected girls s all enter contests, whether participation 
shall be required as a class project, whether all students shall be 
encouraged to participate, or whether only those who wish shall 
participate. Table IV shows the extent of class perticipation as 
reported by the teachers. 
The same number of teachers required participation in the 
Simplicity Sewing Contest as in the Du Barry Sewing Contest, and in 
the McCall Se~~ng Contest, yet twice as many teachers encouraged 
participation in the Simplicity Contests as in either of the other 
contests. 
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The Personality Contest and the Rumford Home Baking Contest were 
required as class pro jects by 4 teachers; 6 teachers encouraged 
students to participate in the Home Baking Contest, while 1 teacher 
selected certain girls to enter this contest. 
In the Home Makers Student Essay Contest and in the Crane Kitchen 
Planning Contest, the same number of teachers required participation 
as encouraged participation, and only one teacher selected girls to 
enter the Home Maker Student Essay Contest. 
Four teachers encouraged all students to enter the Meat Story 
Competition; 3 teachers required participation as a class project; 2 
teachers selected certain girls to participate, and one teacher let 
only those who wished participate. 
Table IV 
Participation in Contests Reported by Teachers 
Commercial Contest Used 
l. Simplicity Sewing 
2. McCall Sewing 
3. Du Barry Sewing 
4. Rumford Home Bald ng 
5. Personality 
6. Student Home Maker Essay 
7. Crane Kitchen Planning 
a. Meat Essay 
9. Dytint Home Dyeing 
10. Advance Sewing 
11. Simplicity Doll Dress Making 
12. Certificate or Award 
13. Meat Poster 
14. Menu and Recipe 
15. Gingham Girl Sewing 
16. Standard H.M. Product Note Book 
17. Textile Decoration • 18. Block Print 
Others 
19. Nat'l Cheese Institute Menu 
20. Kraft Cheese Menu 
21. Swans Do11v11 Cake Flour 
22. Local Newspaper Menu 
23. Star Home Maker 
Certain . . 
Selected: 
Girls . . 
l . . 
l . . 
1 . . 
2 . . 
1 




Required . .All Encouraged . 
As Class . But Not . 
ProJect . Re9.uired . . . 
5 . 6 . 
5 . 3 . 
5 . 3 . 
4 . 6 . 
4 
3 : 3 
3 . 3 . 
3 . 4 . . 
2 . 3 . 
2 . 3 . 
2 . 2 . 
1 . 6 
1 : 4 . . 2 





. Only Those . . Who Wished . . . . . 





The extent of competition offered by conunercial contests varies 
greatly. There are local contests, state wide contests, contests 
limited to a group of states, and nation wide contests. A grouping 
ot the contests used in this study according t o the extent of 
competition provided by the sponsors sho,s that the 1dvance Sewing 
Contest, the Du Barry Sewing Contest, the McCall Sewing Contest, the 
Gingham Girl Sewing Contest, the Simplicity Sewing and the Doll Dress 
Contests, the Personality Contest, the Standard H. M. Product Note 
Book Contest, the Home Dyeing Contest, the Home Baking Contest, the 
Kitchen Planning Contest, the Swans Do•~ Cake Flour Contest, and the 
Newspaper Menu Contest were local. The Star Home Uaker Contest was 
both local and state wide. The Home Maker Student Essay Contest was 
both local and national. The Kraft Cheese Contest was s t a te wide and 
nation wide, while the Menu and Recipe Contest was among groups of 
states and nation wide. The Meat Story Contest, the Meat Poster 
Contest , the Textile Decoration, the Block Print, and the National 
Cheese Institute Contest were nation wide. 
According to the reports of the teachers, 17 of the contests 
were used l ocally. 5 i n state wide competitions and 8 in nation wide 
competitions. Four teachers used the Home Maker Student Essay Contest 
locally but only 3 t eachers used the national competition. Although 
2 teachers used the Star Home Maker Contest locally, only one had 
students enter the s t ate wide competition. Four teachers used the 
eat Story Contest for national competition, 3 used the Meat Poster 
Contest, 2 used the Menu and Recipe Contest, and 2 the National Cheese 
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Institute Contest, while only one teacher used the Kraft Cheese 
Contest for national competition. 
A comparison of the extent of competition in the contests 
reported by teachers with the extent of competition provided by the 
sponsors shows several inconsistencies. These discrepancies suggest 
that some of the teachers reporting them had not considered the entries 
good enough to be entered in national competitions, while other 
teachers had not made a careful study of the contest materials, or 
that the rules governing the extent of the competitions had changed. 
According to the reports, 6 teachers had used the Meat Story Contest 
for local competition, 4 had used the Meat Poster Contest locally, 
and one teacher had used the National Cheese Institute Contest for 
local competition, when no local competitions were provided by the 
sponsors. Again teachers reported the use of the Home Dyeing 
Contest and the National Cheese Institute Contest in state wide 
competitions which were not offered by the sponsors. Other in-
consistencies reported by the teachers were the use of the Certificate 
of Award Contest and the Simplicity Sewing Contest in nation wide 
competition when only local competition was provided by the sponsors. 
However, during the fall of 193? the Simplicity Pattern Company did 
sponsor a Note Boom Contest which was national, but there was no 
indication that this was the contest used. 
In all the contests reported except one, the awards were given by 
the company sponsoring them. Local merchants provided t he awards for 
the Local Newspaper Menu Contest. Sometimes additional or duplicate 
awards are offered to the contest winners by the teacher, by local 
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merchants, or by companies other than the sponsors. Local merchants 
gave additional awards for the Advance Sewing Co.ntest, the McCall 
Sewing Contest, and for the Student Home Maker Essay Competition. 
Other companies gave additional awards for the Simplicity Sewing 
Contest, the Student Home Maker Essay Contest e.nd the Star Home 
Maker Contest. Winners also received additional awards from teachers 
for t he Advance Sewing Contest and the Simplicity Sewing Contest. 
The majority of the companies sponsoring commercial contests 
request that some publicity such as exhibits, displays, and newspaper 
accounts be given to the contests conducted. Table V shows the 
extent and type of publicity provided by the teachers. 
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Table V 
Publicity Given Contests 
No. ot: Exhibit or DisEl~: 
Commercial Contests : Teachers: At : By Local . . 
Used . Using : School: Merchant . . . 
Contest: . : . 
Simplicity Sewing : 15 . ll . 2 : . . 
Rumford Home Baking . 12 . 5 . 2 . . . . . 
McCall Sewing . 10 : 7 . . . . . 
Meat Story . 9 : : 1 . . . 
Certificate of Award : 8 . 3 : : . 
Du Barry Sewing . 7 . 5 . l : . . . 
Dytint Home Dyeing . 7 . 
Home Maker Student Essay . 7 : 3 . 
Simplicity Doll Dress Making . 6 : 4 : 2 . 
Meat Poster : 5 . l : . . . 
Crane Kitchen Planning . 5 : 2 : . . . 
Personality . 4 . 3 : . . . . 
.Advance Sewing . 4 . 3 . l : . . . 
Menu and Recipe . 3 . l . . 
Standard H.M. Product Note Book 
Block Print 
Textile Decoration 
Gingham Girl Sewing 
Others 
Nat'l Cheese Institute : 3 . : : . 
Star Home Maker . 2 : l . l . . 
Kraft Cheese Menu : l : l . : • 
Swans Down Cake Flour : l . l . 
Local Newspaper Menu : 1 . l . . . . . 
NewsEaEer Accounts : 
Announce-: Results . . 
ments ot . or . . . 
Contests : Contests: . . 
6 : 4 . . 
2 : 2 . . 
2 : l . . 
2 : 2 : 
3 : l 
5 . 4 . . . 
: 2 . 2 . 
3 : 2 : 
1 . l . 
l 
l . 1 : . 
2 
: . . 















It is evident from the table that more exhibits and displays 
were held at school than by the local .m.erch,mts, and that more news-
pe.per publicity was Given to the announcements of contests than to 
the result,; of the contost:J. In the Simplicity S<::lwing Gontest 11 
teachu:s held exhibits at schools while only 2 h.ad the entries dis-
pla:red by local merchants. Six tea.chem provided publicity through 
newspaper announcements of the con test, and 4 through the arinouncements 
of contest; rerml ts. Seven tee chers held e:x:i.l1i bi ts or dis:plo.ys at 
schools for trw IJcCall Sev,ing Contest, and whHe 2 teechers announced 
the contests ttrough n0wspo.pers only one teecher a.rmounced the results. 
The :;:mb li c was invi taii to co:mpe:ra ti vely few of the contests. One 
tee,cher stnteid that publicity was given by presenting the Certificate 
of Av;;:;.r·o. to the winner at the commencement exercise. 
I-mother request made by several of the companies which sponsor 
local contest,~ is thcit reports of tho c·:mtest be sent to them. Some 
of the comtanies ask for the nu .. 11ber of' contestanta enrolled, the 
names and photog:::-aphs of the winners and often for newspaper accounts 
of' the contest. Approximately one-fourth of' the teachers using 
co:mme:ec:i.al contestsi sent reports to the sponsors a 
'Ioachers we:co usked to iudic;:;'te the approxim.a.te number of students 
part:ici_patin.g; in e:J_ch contest and the number enrolled in the classes. 
Only tv:enty-six to1:::1chers reported the mirnber o:f students pa:.:·ticipating 


























Teachers' Reports of Students Entering Contests 
Commercial Contest 
Advance Sewing 
Du Barry Sewing 
McCall s Sewing 
Gingham Girl Sewing 
Simplicity Sewing 
Simplicity Doll Dress Making 
Personality 
. . 
Standard H.M. Product Mote Book: 
Certificate of Award 
Home Maker Student Essay 
Dytin t, Home Dyeing 
Rumford Hmne Baking 





Menu and Recipe 
Nat'l Cheese Institute Menu 
Kraft Cheese IKenu. 
Sivans Dov..-n Cake Flour 
Local :Newspaper Menu 
Star Home Maker 













































According to teachers reports, the most students entered the 
Certificate of Award Competition • .Although 5 more teachers reported 
the enrollment in the Simplicity Sewing Contest than in the Home :i'ti.aker 
Student Essay Contest, the dif'ference in the nwuber of students enter-
ing each contest was only 36. Eight teachers gave the enrollment in 
the Meat Story Contest, and 8 in the McCall Sewing Gontest 9 yet 231 
students entered the Meat Story Contest while only 179 entered the 
McCall Sewing Contest. The table shows that all the students in the 
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classes entered the Dytint Home Dyeing Contest, the National Cheese 
Institute Menu Contest and the Swans Down Cake Flour Contest. 
:Not all teachers who sent replies responded to the question re-
garding the number of years that they had used each contest. Table 
VII shows the number of teachers reporting the number of years they 
used each different contest. 
Table VII 
"'eachers Reporting Number of Years Contests wer Used 
Number of Teachers Reporting Use 
Commercial Contest Used :1 yr. 2 yrs.: 3 yrs.: 4 yrs.: 5 yrs. 
Simplicity Sewing 4 5 3 
Rumford Home Baking 2 4 2 
McCalls Sewing l 1 4 1 1 
Meat Story 2 1 3 1 
Certificate of Award 3 2 l l 
Du Barry Sewing 2 1 3 
Home 1la.ker Student Essay 3 2 1 
Simplicity Doll Dress 5 1 l 
hleat Poster 4 1 
Crane Kitchen ~lanning 2 l 3 
Personality 2 2 
Ad ance Sewing 1 3 
Menu and Recipe l l 
Others 
Nat'l Cheese Institute 2 
Kraft Cheese 1 
Local Newspaper .. enu l 
Five teachers reported usine the Simpl~city Sewing Contest tor two 
years, 3 teachers had used it for three years, and 4 had used it one 
year. Four teachers had used the McCalls Sewine; Contest two years, 
while 2 teachers had used it for one year, and· · · .r •• h:~~ :years. One . . . .. . . 
. . . . . 
: .. ::.:.-.:··.:· .. . . . ,. .. .. . . . : . . . . . . : : : . : · ..... : : . 
,,,• . ·. 
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• ;J • • 
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teacher had used the McCall Sewing Contest and one the Certificate of 
Award Contest for four years. Teachers also reported using these 
contests for five years, and the Meat Story Contest and the Rumford 
Home Baking Contest for tiTe years. 
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Factors Inrluenoing the Use of Contests 
Part II ot the questionnaire sent to teachers deals with the 
factors influencin t he use of commercial contests. A study was made 
to determine the reasons for using commercial contests, reasons tor 
discontinuing any contests used, end reasons for never using contes t s . 
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Al though commercial contests ere recognized as a means ot 
advertising, it is interesting to observe the way in which the sponsors 
of the contests seek to arouse t he interest of teachers and pupils. 
Some commercial conerns which ofter cash awards emphasize the am.aunt 
of money given as prizes. Typical announcements of such contests are: 
'• l,300.00 in cash prizes." "Win f 200.00 or one of the other 168 cash 
awards." "$1,000.00 in prizes" and "This otters a real opportunity to 
win one of t he valuable prizes." 
Several companies offer contests as a means of creating interest. 
They state that t he contes t s offer an opportunity "to stimulate new 
i nterest and enthusiasm", "for inspiration and good results", to 
invite and sustain interest", and "for ap ealing and practical 
instruction." The purpose of one contest according to t he sponsor was 
to "improve home practice." 
The teachers' reasons for using commercial contests may or may 
not be for one of the purposes stated by the manufactures. The data 
in Table VIII shows that the teachers' reasons for using commercial 
contests were to stimulate interest, to improve the quality of work, 
to i nterest patrons, to advertise the school, to encourage home practice, 
to set up standards, and to satisfy local custom or demand. 
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The following table shows how many teachers checked each of the 
reasons for use listed on the questionnaire. 
Table VIII 
Reasons for Using Connnercial Contests 
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1. To stimulate interest 4 7 6 11 6 3 4 4 3 2 3 2 2 0. 2 l l l 1 
2. To improve the quality 
of work 3 5 4 11 4 2 3 1 2 2 2 3 ll 
3. To interest patrons 4,. 6 4 ? l 3 3 2 l 2 ~ l l 
4. To advertise school 2 l 2 l 2 1 l l 1 1 
5. To encourage home 
practice 1 1 l 1 1 1 2 1 2 
6. To satisfy local custom 
or demand l 1 l 
7. To set standards l 2 1 2 l 
s. Requested by Educational 
Officials 
9. To raise money 
Eleven teachers used the Simplicity Sewing Contest, one of the most 
popular contests, to stimulate interest. Seven used it to interest 
patrons, 11 to improve the quality of work, while 2 used the contest to 
advertise the school and 2 to set up standards. The Du Barry Sewing 
Contest was used by 7 teachers to create interest, by 5 to improve the 
quality of work, and by 6 to interest patrons. Four teachers used the 
MoOall Sewing Contest to interest patrons and 4 to improve the quality 
of work, while 6 teaohers used the oontest to stimulate interest. Only 
one teacher used the Home Maker Student Essay Contest to advertise the 
school, and o~e used i t to satisfy local eustom or demand. None of the 
contests were used to raise money or to meet the request of educational 
officials. 
Only twelve or slightly more than one-fourth of the te chars who 
had used commercial contests (Table II) reported the discontinuance of 
any contests. The data used in Table IX and Xis based on the infor-
mation obtained from t he reports of twelve teachers. Table IX shows 
the number of teachers dis continuing each or the contests listed. 
Table IX 




Simplicity Doll Dress Making 
Certificate of A ard 
Home Maker Student Essay 
Rumford Home Baking 
l eat Story 
eat Poster 
Kraf't Cheese Menu 
Local Newspaper Menu 
Star Home Maker 













Five teacher s reported having discontinued the Rumford Home Baking 
Contest, while 4 teachers discontinued the Simplic.tty Doll Dress Making 
Contest, 4 the Meat Story Contest, and 4 the Meat Poster Contest. Two 
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teachers no longer used the Home Maker Student Essay Contest or the 
McCall Sewing Contest. It will be noted in Table II the Rumford Home 
Baking Contest and the Meat Story Contest were among t he contests most 
often used by teachers. Although 12 teachers reported discontinuing 
contests, a further check or the questionnaires revealed the fact that 
only 4 teachers had eliminated all commercial contests from their programs. 
Table X shows the teachers' reasons for discontinuing each of 
the contests listed. 
Table X 
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l. Too few students 
participated 2 1 l 4 1 l ] l 
t. Not worth teachers time l 2 l 2 2 l l j 
3. :Hot worth pupils time f l 2 l l l 
4. Caused antagonism among 
students l 1 
5. Contestants unfair 1 1 
6. Students became 
discouraged 1 l 
7. Supt. opposed use of 
contest l 
Others 
a. Poor judging done by 
parents l 
9. Contradicts teaching l l 
10. No longer asked to 
participate l 
A comparison of the results in Table IX with Table X shows that 
4 of the 5 teachers who had discontinued the Rwnford Home Baking 
Contest did so because too few students participated, and 2 teachers 
discontinued the McCall Sewing Contest for the same reason. Two 
teachers discontinued the Simplicity Doll Dress Contest and 2 the 
Home Maker Student Essay Contest because they did not consider them 
worth the teachers time or the pupils time and effort. One teacher 
discontinued the Rumford Home Baking contest and one the Star Home 
Maker Contest because they caused antagonism. among students. One 
teacher stopped using the Simplicity Doll Dress Contest and another 
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no longer used the Rumford Home Baking Contest because the contestants 
were unfair. One teacher explained that students were not always 
interested in contests, while another stated that all pupils did not 
want to use the same brand of pattern. 
Thirtywtwo or 40.l per eent of the 77 teachers responding had 
never used commercial contests. Although no questionnaires were 
returned without being answered or without some comment, 11 teachers 
gave no reason for never using commercial contests, 8 stated that 
since it was their first year of teaching they had had no experience 
with contests, while 4 teachers had not used contests because they 
were not familiar with them. Three teachers opposed contests, while 
the same number of teachers had not used contests because they were 
not :popular and were received too late in the school year to fit 
into t he program. One teacher had not used contests because the 
superintendent opposed them. Another teacher stated that she was too 
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busy with interscholastic contests and banquets to use commercial 
contests. Other comments from teachers indicate that although they 
have never used commercial contests they are interested in them. 
Some of the conunente received were: 
"I have never considered commercial contests to any extent. 
I have tried two or three and gotten no appreciable response, 
so I have disregarded all others." 
"I have suggested a few contests to classes in the pa.st years 
with the understanding that all contest work would be 
individual but girls never became interested enough to enter 
any• " 
"I have not used contests but plan to use one or two this year." 
"I haTe been wondering if commercial contests were worth while." 
Students' Questionnaire 
The use of commercial contests in home making classes ffects 
the students who participate in them as well as the teachers who 
conduct them. In order to learn the students reactions toward the 
use of commercinl contests, each teacher contacted was asked to 
secure the desired information from five students. Since the 
students questionnaires were distributed by the teachers, the actual 
number of students contacted cannot be determined. However, the 
results show that 135 students from 30 different localities answered 
the questionnaires. 
While 45 teachers reported the use of commercial contests in 
home making classes, only 30 (66.6%) of this number secured the 
information desired from students. Two reasons were given for not 
obtaining this information. First, the teacher no longer taught in 
t he schools where the contests had been conducted, and second, the 
students who had participated in contests no longer received 
instruction from the t eacher contacted. 
The 135 students who answered t he questionnaires reported 
participation in 250 commercial contests. Most of t he students had 
entered only one contest, yet several students had entered as many 
as seven or eight contests. Figure 3 shows the relation of the 
number of contests en tered to the number of students reporting. 
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Figure 3 
The Relation of the Number of Contests Entered 
to the Number of Students Reporting 
























2 3 4 6 7 8 
Sixty-six, which is 48.8 per cent of the students, had entered 
only one contest; 32 (23.7%) had participated in two contests, and 18 
(13.3%) had taken part in three contests. Only 19 students had enterad 
more than three contests, yet 8 of these students had entered seven or 
more contests. 
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'I'eaohers reported using 19 different contests, while students 
reported using 22 • .Although teachers indicated that they had used 
the Star Home Maker Contest and the Swans Down Cake Flour Contest, 
none of the students indicated participation in theee contests. The 
data in Table XI is based upon the responses of the 135 students 
and shows the contests entered according to the students reports. 
It will be observed that students participated in the Textile 
Decoration Contest, the Campfire Girls Cake Baking Contest, the 
McCall Doll Dress Making Contest, the Camay Soap Contest, and the 
Oxydal Contest which teachers did not report using. (Table II} 
Seven students considered the 4-H Club Contest commercial. These 
were omitted from Table XI since they were not used for the purpose 
of advertising products or promoting sales. Five students indicated 
participation in "other" but did not name the contest. Due to lack 
of information these were also omitted from the tabulations made. 
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Table XI 
Participation in Contests Reported by Students 
Commercial Contests 
1. Simplicity Sewing 
2. Rumford Home Baking 
3. McCalls Sewing 
4. Du Barry Sewing 
5. Home Me.leer Student Essay 
6. Ad.Te.nee Sewing 
7 • .Meai Story 
a. Personal! ty 
9. Crane Kitchen Planning 
10. Simplicity Doll Dress 
11. Meat Poster 
12. Dytint, Home Dyeing 
13. Certificate of Award 
14. Menu and Recipe 
15. Textile Decoration 
16. Gingham Girl Sewing 
17. Standard H.M. Product Note Book 
18. Block Print 
Others 
19. Nat'l Cheese Institute Menu 
20. Campfire Girls Cake Baking 
21. Kraft Cheese Menu 
22. Local Newspaper Menu 
23. McCall Doll Dress Making 




















































There is a definite relation between the number of contests used 
by teachers in Table II and the number of students reporting 
participation in contests as giTen in Table XI. A comparison of the 
results in the tables show that the Simplicity Sewing Contest, the 
Rumford Home Baking Contest, and the McCall Sewing Contesis were 
the contests most often used by teachers and also most often 
participated in by students. More than twice as many students 
entered the Simplicity Sewing Contest as entered any other contest 
named. This was also the contest most often used by teachers. Thirty 
students entered the Rumford Home Baking Contest and almost as many 
entered the McCall Sewing Contest. There was very little difference 
in the number of students reporting participation in the Du Berry 
Sewing Contest and in the Home Maker Student Essay Contest. The 
fewest number of students entered the Textile Decoration Contest, 
the Campfire Girls Baking Contest, the McCalls Doll Dress Making 
Contest, the Camay Soap Contest, and the Oxydal Contest. Four or the 
6 contests in which the greatest number of students reported 
participation were sewing contests. Sewing Contests appear to be 
the most popular type of contest among students as well as teachers. 
Students were asked to give their reason for entering contests. 








Made the work more interesting 88 
Provided a goal to work toward 83 
Wanted to learn something new 75 
To win en award 52 
Personal satisfaction gained 37 
To bring honor to the school 25 
Was required to enter 24 
Received higher grade for entering 18 
Because classmates did 17 
Felt I could win easily 10 
To show others I could win 9 
Was selected 7 
Needed the award 7 
















A comparison of the results in Table VIII with those of Table XII 
points out the fact that most teachers use commercial contests to 
stimulate interest, and most students enter contests because they 
make the work more interesting. Eighty-three students entered contests 
in order to have a goal to work toward, while 75 students entered to 
learn so~ething new. Fifty-two students entered to win an award, while 
25 entered to bring honor to the school. Eighteen students entered 
contests to receive a higher grade, while half this nun1ber wanted to 
show others they could win. Twenty-tour students entered contests 
because they were required to do so, and 7 students were selected to 
enter. 
According to the students' point of view, commercial contests have 
proven to be very beneficial. The fact that 75 of the 135 students 
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reporting indicated benefits r esulting from participation in contests 
suggests that most students believe commercial contests worth while. 
The following table gives the benefits resulting from contests as 
reported by the students. (Table XIII) 
Seventy-five students developed wider interest as a result of 
participation in contests, while the same number of students gained 
new ideas . Seventy-two students learned improved methods trom 
contests and 70 received encouragement from them, while 61 students 
gained self confidence from entering contests, and an equal number 
discovered the cause of failure. Twenty-one students gained 
recognition from contests while the same number found that contests 
provided recreation. Eleven students found that contests provided 
an opportunity to travel, and one student found that contests offered 
an opportunity to meet interesting people. 
Several comments were made by students in regard to the benefits 
resulting from participation in contests. One student stated that 
"contest developed a desire for leadership." 
Other comments were: 
"Participation in contests developed a sense of discri mination 
in manufactures." 
"Contests bridged my school life and actual life situations." 
"Contest developed a desire to investigate advertising matter." 
"Contest developed an appreciation of the above checked 
companies and caused me to discover the advantages and the 




Benefits of Contests Reported by Students 
No. of Per cent ot 
Bene~its Received Students Students 
ReR9rting Participating 
l. Developed ~~der interest 75 55.5 
2. Gained new ideas 75 55.5 
3. Received encouragement 72 53.3 
4. Learned improved methods 70 53 
5. Gained self confidence 61 46.9 
6. Discovered cause of failure 61 -4:6. 9 
7. Learned new procedures 53 40.7 
e. Provided personal advancement 45 34.6 
9. Provided recreation 21 16.l 
10. Gained recognition 21 1 4 .6 
11. Had opportunity to travel 11 a.s 
Others 
12. Met interesting people 1 .7 
13. Enables me to now make my 
own clothes 1 .7 
14. Learned new recipes 1 .7 
15~ For accomplishment gained l .7 
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Students were asked to indicate their reactions to contest. 
Although 135 students reported participation in contests, the 
greatest number of answers obtained to any reaction was 121 or 89.6 
per cent of all reports received. Table XIV shows the students' 
reaction to contests. 
Table XIV 
Students Reactions Toward Contests 
Not 
Reaction Yes No Answering 
l. Stimulated best effort 116 3 16 
2. Enjoyed competing with others 116 6 10 
3. DisaJ?pOinting 15 93 22 
4. Developed resentment 10 91 29 
5. Worth trying agiln 121 11 
6. Would like more contests 113 4 13 
7. Developed pride in own entry 103 6 22 
a. Believe contest require too much time 4 98 33 
All students who indicated their reactions toward contests 
considered them worth trying again. The same number of students 
enjoyed competing with others as found contests stimulated their best 
effort. One hundred and thirteen •tudents, which is 94.l per cent of 
those answering the question, would like more contests, yet Figure 3 
indicates that 19 students had entered more than three contests. One 
hundred and three students developed pride in their own entry, and 98 
students did not believe contests required too much time. 
The information given in Table XIV appears to be further evidence 
of the students belief that contests are worth while, yet 15, or 13.3 
per cent of the students indicating heir reaction toward contests, 
regarded them as disappointing. 
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PARENTS' QUESTIONNAIRES 
Often parents are able to observe results of contests which may 
not be obvious to teachers or classmates. Parents are also affected 
to a greater or less degree by daughters' participation in contests. 
For these reasons it was considered necessary to obtain information 
concerning the reactions or parents to the use of commercial contests. 
Reports ere r eceived from 54 parents who represent 29 communities. 
The information received from parents and from students came from the 
same localities. 
Parents were asked for definite information regarding the affect 
of commercial contests upon their daugh*ers. Table XV shows the 
reactions checked by the parents reporting. 
Table XV 
Parents' Reactions to Daughters Entering Commercial 
Contests 
Number Per cent 
Reaction Indicated Reporting Reporting 
Think it will help her 35 62.5 
Teaehe · should know best 17 25.9 
Have never thought about it 7 12.9 
Makes no difference 3 5.5 
Do not want her to enter l 1.7 
Others 
Do not have time for contests l 1.7 
Makes daughter more willing to sew 1 1.7 
Thirty-five, which is 62.5 per cent of the parents reporting, 
believed participation in contests would help daughter, while 17 
parents thought the teacher should know best. Seven of the parents 
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had never thought about it, and to 3 parents it made no difference. 
One parent opposed the use of contests, while one found contests 
made daughter more willing to sew. 
The results of contests are far r eaching. They are not 
confined to the school alone but extend into the home and 
community. The observations of contests results made by the 
parents of the girls who participate in them reflects in some 
measure the reactions of the community toward contests. The follow-
ing table shows the observations of contest results as indicated 
by the parents ' reports. 
Table XVI 
Parents' Observations of Contest Results 
Number Percentage 
Observation Re.Plying Replying 
l. Improves the quality of work 29 53.7 
2. Provides worth while experiences 27 50 
3. Increases interest in school work 24 43.7 
4. Encourages help at home 21 38.8 
5. Shows parents what children can do 18 33.3 
6. Those who excel deserve recognition 16 29.6 
7. Provides recreation for some girls 14 25.9 
s. 'ost girls do not have a chance 10 18.5 
9. See no advantage 3 5.5 
10. Takes too much school time 3 5.5 
11. Costa too much 2 . 3.7 
12. Requires too much home work l 1.s 
13. Encourages poor attitudes l 1.s 
Others 
14. Malces child more confident l 1.a 
15. A racket l 1.8 
More than half, or 53.7 per cent, of the parents had observed 
that contests improved the quality of work. Half, or 27 of the 
parents reporting considered participation in contests a worth while 
experience, while almost as many had noticed that contests caused an 
increased interest in school work. While 21 parents found the 
contests encouraged girls to help more at home, two- thirds as many 
parents observed that contests provided recreation for some girls. 
Three parents could see no advantage of contests, while an equal 
number believed they required too much time. Two parents noticed 
that contests cost too much, while another parent thought contests 
encouraged poor attitudes. One parent considered contests a racket, 
yet another found they made the contestant more confident. 
No group of people outside of school are more affected by 
contests than are the parents of the girls who participate in 
contests. Table XVII gives a summary of the parents' reports on 
how their daughters' participation in contests affected them. 
Table XVII 
How Parents are Affected by Daughters 
Participation in Contests 
Number Per cent 
·~~~~~-H __ ow ___ At....;.;..r_e_c_t_e_d~~~~~~~~~~R_e~p~o_r_t_i_n~g--~R~e.J2Qrting 
Provided comparison of girls work 
Learned new methods and procedure 
Became better acquainted with teacher 
Learned to appreciate daughters ability 
Became better acquainted with school work 
Became interested in eommunity affairs 
Became aware of advertising methods 
Met other parents 
Caused realization of daughters weakness 
Developed ability to evaluate contests 
Increased my regular responsibility 


























Twenty-seven, which is half ot the parents reporting, found that 
contests provided a comparison of the girls wor k, while almost as 
many learned new methods and procedures as a result of contests . 
Twenty parents said that they became better acquainted with the 
teacher and with the school as a · result of contests . Thirteen 
parents became interested in community affairs through contests, and 
twelve became aware of advertising methods. For 11 parents, contests 
provided a better understanding of daughter, while 9 parents found 
that contests caused a realization of daughters weakness. The 
regular responsibility of 5 parents was increased, and 3 perents 
developed a feeling of resentment as a result of daughters partici-
pation in contests. 
In order to learn the mother-daughter relationship existing in 
the contests, parents were asked a series of questions. In answer 
to the question "Has daughter won an award?" twenty-one, or 38.8 per 
cent of the parents answered "yes", while twenty-two gave a negative 
reply. From this response it is evident that the react ions of the 
majority of parents toward the use· or com1nercial contests was not 
necessarily influenced by the fact that daughter hod won an award. 
Only 36 of the parents answered the inquiry concerning the help 
received at home. Fourteen parents stated that daughter had received 
help at home, and 22 indicated that no help had been given. 
Parents were also asked if they saw the cont est, and according 
to the responses only 22 (40.7%} of the 54 parents reporting had seen 
the contest. 
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The fourth question inquired if parents and teachers shared the 
responsibility for preparing daughter for the contests. It was found 
that 26 of the 44 parents reporting had shared the responsibility. 
Parents were next asked if they hed assumed the full responsibility 
for praparing daughter for the contests. According to the responses, 




From the results obtained in this survey it was found that the 
majority of companies which sponsored connnercial contests for home 
making classes provided only local competition and the contests 
could be held any time during the school year. Few companies 
sponsored state wide contests, but several conducted nation wide 
contests. In these contests the final dates for receiving the 
entries were set by the sponsors. Most commercial concerns which 
conducted state wide and nation wide competitions offered cash 
awards. ther types of awards offered were prize ribbons, pins, and 
certificates. Contest awards were usually given by the company 
sponsoring the contest, but occasionally teachers, local merchants, 
or companies other than the sponsor offered duplicate or additional 
awards to the contestants. 
Although most companies suggested or specified the points to 
be considered in judging the entries, this inforrr..ntion was often 
worded in such a manner that it was ambiguous. The faet that many 
commercial concerns gave definite rules and regulations for conducting 
the competitions did not prevent some teachers from changing the 
contest to fit t he local situation or from securing and distributing 
the contest material without conducting the contests. 
Practically all companies which sponsor local contests requested 
reports on the contest held and asked that some publicity be gi7en to 
the contest conducted. The most common type of publicity given to 
contests was through exhibits or displays at school. More newspaper 
publicity was given to the announcements of contests t han to contest 
results,and the te chere sent the sponsors reports on approximately 
one-fourth of the contests used. 
Commercial contests were widely used by the teachers reporting. 
It was found that the teachers had used nineteen different contests, 
while s tudents re ported participating in twenty-two different 
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contests. Al though contests related to foods were the most numerous 
and included menu and recipe contests, essay contests, poster contests, 
and be.king contests, only 35 teachers used these contests, while "2 
teachers reported the use of sewing contests. 
The contest most often used by the teachers reporting when 
listed i n the order used are: The Simplicity Sewing Contest, the 
Rumford Home Baking Contest, the McCall Sewing Contest, the Meat 
Story Contest, and the Certificate of Awar d Contest. The contests 
l east used were the Kraft Cheese Menu Contest, the Swans Down Cake 
Flour Contest, and the Local Newspaper ienu Contest. 
There was a definite relation between the number of teachers 
using each contest and the number of students reporting participation 
in each contest. Commercial contests listed according to the number 
of students reporting participation in them are: The Simplicity 
Sewing Contest, the Rum.ford Home Baking Contest, the McCall Sewing 
Contest, and the Du Barry Sewing Contest. 
There w s no uniformity es to the number of contests used by 
each teacher reporting; While the majority of teachers had used 
only one contest, one teacher had used as many as ten contests, 
and some students had participated in seven or eight contests. 
The majority of teachers used contests to stimulate interest, 
and 88 of the 135 students reporting entered contests because they 
made t he work more interesting. Through participation in commercial 
contests, students developed wider interest and gained new ideas, 
while parents found that daughters participation in contests 
provided a comparison of the girls work and helped them to learn 
new me thods and procedures. 
Commercial contests are generally considered valuable since 
121 out of 135 students believed them worth trying again, and more 
than half of the parents reporting believed that contests were 
beneficial t o their daughter. ost of the reactions indicated by 
parents were not the result of seeing t he contest or the fact that 
daughter had won an award . 
Very few students received help on the contests at homer and 
in most instances the teacher ~nd parent shared the responsibility 
for preparing daughter for t he contests. 
Several teachers had discontinued aonm1ercial contests boc~use 
too few students participated, while lack of teachi ng experience 
was tbe reason most often given for never having used commercial 
con est s . 
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A P P E N D I X 
Copy of the Letter sent to Home Economics Teachers 
323 Murray Hall 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
(date) 
Dear Home Economics Teacher: 
Last spring at the Southern Regional Conference in 
Birmingham, Alabsma, state supervisors and teacher trainers in 
home economics education discussed "The Use or Commercial Contests 
in the Teaching of Home Economics." They decided that a more 
thorough study of the question should be made before any 
resolutions were adopted concerning the use of such contes'ts. 
For my thesis I have chosen to make a study of "The Use of 
Commercial Contests in Home ~aking Classes in Oklahoma. rt 
Enclosed you dll find one questionnaire for your checking, 
to intended for parents, and five for students . I will 
appreciate your cooperation in answering the teacher's questionnaire 
and in securing the information desired from parents and students. 
Since contests affect parents and students, as well as teachers, it 
is imperative that their opinions and reactions be secured in 
order to complete my study. 
Will you please ask two parents and five students to answer 
and return to you the questionnaires intended for their use. 
Postage is enclosed for the return of these questionnaires. 
I will sincerely appreciate your help , for it is only through 
the assistance of the home economics teachers that this study is 
possible. 




COMMERCIAL CONTESTS IN HOME ECONOMICS CL.ASSES 
ve 
but 
B. Ways ot Using Contest Materi 
1. Exactly as directed 
2. To get ideas for othe r 
contests 
3. For comparison with o ther 
products 
4. Changed to fit local 
situation 
5. Distributed product -
No contest 
c. Number Participating.!_ 
l. Certain selected girl 
n Con1 
s 
2. Required as a class 
project 
3. All encouraged but no t 
required 
4. Only those who wished 
D. Extent of Competition 
1. Local 
2. State wide 
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l. Sewing - Advance Pattern Co. 
2 •. Sewing - Du Barry Pattern Co . 
3. Sewing - McCallts Pattern Co. 
4. Sewing - Ginghelll Girl Flour 
5. Sewing - Simplicity Pattern Co. 














Personality - Homemakers Edu . Ser . 
Standar d HM Product Notebook Ser. 
Certif icate of Award - HM Edu. Ser. 
How my Home Econ . helps me at home 
Dyfng - Dytint 
Baking - Rumford Baking Powder Co. 
Kitchen Planning - Crane Co. 
Essay on Meat - Nattl Meat Board 
Pos ter on Meat - Nat'l Meat Board 
Textile Design - .American Crayon Co. 
Block Print - C. Howard Hunt Pen Co. 
Menu & Recipe - Women's Nat'l Exp. of 
Others Arts & Ind. 
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Cll Contest Sponsor 
l. Sewing - Advance Pattern Co. 
2. Sewing - Du Barry Pattern Co . 
3. Sewing - McCall's Pattern Co . 
4. Sewing - Gingham Girl Flour 
5. Sewing - Simplicity Pattern Co. 
6. Doll dress - Simplicity Pattern Co. 
?. Personality - Homemakers Edu. Ser. 
8. Standard HM Product Notebook Ser. 
9. Certificate of Award - HM Edu. Ser. 
10. flow my Home Econ. helps me at home 
11. Dying - Dytint 
12. Baking - Rumford Baking Powder Co. 
13. Kitchen Planning - Crane Co. 
14. Essay on Meat - Nat'l Meat Board 
15. Poster on Meat - Nat'l Meat Board 
16. Textile Design - .American Crayon Co. 
l?. Block Print - C. Howard Hunt Pen Co. 
18. Menu & Recipe - Women 's Nat'l Exp. of 
19. Others Arts & Ind. 
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STUDENTS Q.UESTIONNAI RE 
COMMERCIAL CONTESTS 
1. Please indicate contests which you have entered. (x) 
l. Sewing - McCall's Pattern Oo . 
2. Sewing - Advance Pattern Co. 
3. Sewing - Gingham Girl Flour ----
4. Sewing - DuBarry Pattern Co. 
5. Sewing - Simplicity Pattern ~ 
6. Doll dress - Simplicity Pattern~ 
7. Block Print - c. Howard 
Hunt Pen Co. ------a. Textile Design - c. Howard 
Hunt Pen Co. ------9. Baking - Rumford Baking Po,lder~ 
10. Kitche Planning - Crane Co. ---11. ssay on eat - Nat'l Livestoek 
& Meat Board ----
II. Check Reasons for Entering Contests 
l. To win a a rd ~---------~~-2. To show others I could v.in ----3. Wes required to enter ------4. Because classmates did ------5. Provided a goal to work toward_ 
6. ade the work more interesting 
7. anted to learn sori1ething new -
12. Poster on Meat at'l 
Livestock & Meat Board ---13. Standard II M Product Notebook -
Home ·akers Educ. Service ---14. Persona.li ty - H M Edu.Ser. 
15. Certificate of Award - Hom-;---
akera E ucetional Service 
16. ow My Home 'con. Edu. help;-
me at home - H. M. Edu.Ser. 
17. Dying - Dytint - H.M.Edu.ser:---
18. Menu & Recipe - ''1omen's Nat'l-
Exposition of .Arts & Ind. 
19. Others ---
8. Needed the ward ------9. 'las selected ~-------10. Received higher grade 
for entering -------11. To bring honor to the 
school ------12. Felt I could ~in easily 
13. Personal satisfaction ---
recetived ----14. Others 
III. Indicate How you Benefited Personally from the Contests 
1. Received encouragement ?. Learned new procedures 
2. Gained r cognition 8. Provided recreation 
3. Discovered cause of failures 9. Gained self confidence 
4. Had opportunity to travel 10. Gained new ideas 
5. Learned improv~d methods 11. Provided personal advance-
6. Developed wid r interests ment 
12. Others 
IV. Check to Show your :reactions to Contests 
l. Stimulated best effort 
2. Enjoyed com,peting with othe?s 
3. Disa;ppointi:ng 
4. Developed !"(~sen ·t:.:ient 
5. Worth trying again 
6. :o;oulcl like more contests 
7. 1'.;~velopcd ·pride in own entry 






COMMERCIAL CO~"'TESTS D~ HOTu'JE ECONOMICS 
I. P1si:,.so check to show ho.:r you feel about your dane;hter e~te!'ing 
commercial contests. (x} 
l. ~bink it will help her ----2~ Makes no difreren.ee ___ ~-- 4. De< not lfo:ant her to enter 5. lf.oachcr should know -
3. Eave never thought abff0.t it best ----
II. :Jheck tlwi stete,,ient wh.ich most neo.rl:r ex:presses your observations 
of contest results. 
1. EncourEtge girls to help 
':w:re n.t b.ov1e 
~~~~~--~~~-2. Hequire too m.vch work 
st hOI/18 -----3. In.crease :i.nte:rest in school 
work ----4. Most girls do not have a 
chen ce to wl n ----5. Show parents 'li7hat children 
can do ----6. 'l'ake too much school time ---?. Provide worthwhile experiences_ 
8. Ir.r,:prove thz qu!'l i_ t:r of 
work· ---9. Those who excel deserve 
recognition ---100 Cost too much 
11. C2n see no sp_c_c_i_a-r-·---~~---
adventage ----12. Provide recreatior, for 
some girls ---13. Encoureee poor attitudes ---14. Others 
~~~~~~~~~~--
HI. Check to htdicete hoi-.r your dane;hter's :participatioD 1n contests 
a:t't'ected you. 
1. Became acquainted with schoolwork 
2 •. Became better acquainted with 
teacher ---3. Became aware of advertising 
:methods ---4. Provid.ed better understanding 
of daughter ---5. Caused realization of daughter's 
weaknesses ----6. Developed a :f'eeling of resent-
ment ----7. Learned to appreciate daughter's 
abUity ----
8. Learned nei.'J methods and 
procedures ---9. !,~et other parents ------10. Eece::ne interested in 
community affairs ---11. I:·eveloped a.'bili ty to 
evaluate contests ----12. Increased my regular 
res:ponsi bili ties --,---13~ ?rovideu comparisons of 
girls work ------
I V. Please check to indicate mother-daught er r el ationships in 
contes t s : 
Has daught er won an award? 
Bad she received help 1n tbe 
contest et home? 
Did you see the contest? 
Did you a.nd the teacher ah r e 
responsibility f or prepar ing 
daughter fr contests 
Did you assume full responsibility 








St illwater , Oklahoma 
